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Abstract
Estimation of power is a key step in any study. This review briefly outlines the factors that affect power and the two main approaches for
estimating it. There are a number of web-based tools and programs freely available to enable geneticists to perform power calculations,
and the specifics of some of these are discussed here.
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Introduction
The power of a study is the probability that it will detect an
effect of a given size, and is therefore a subject of great
importance. It is related to the magnitude of the effect, the
sample size and the chosen level of statistical significance (ie
the probability of a false-positive result). Ideally, calculations
are carried out in the early stages of planning, in order to
establish the number of people required.
In genetic studies, power is estimated either by asymptotic
approaches or by undertaking simulations. The former
involves employing closed equations, whereas the latter
requires the creation of thousands of datasets with the same
parameters as the population being studied. (The proportion
of simulated sets yielding positive analysis results gives an
estimate of the power.) Simulation can be a more accurate
approach than the use of closed equations if the investigator is
able to use the correct parameters. As the parameters required
(eg the frequency of the causative variant) are often unknown,
however, this is by no means an inconsequential task. Fur-
thermore, simulation approaches are usually more computer
intensive and time consuming. Both approaches are required
because of the diversity of calculations performed in the
context of genetic studies. Where asymptotic methods have
not been established, or for some reason are not considered
sufficient, simulation can be used.
Despite the complexities, a variety of tools have been
designed which allow investigators to estimate power using
closed equations and/or to simulate a wide range of datasets.
The purpose of this paper is to outline a number of these
freely available programs and web-based utilities. Box 1
provides a summary of the tools, highlighting the nature of
each utility, where they can be downloaded from and brief
information about what they can do.
The range of types of software available is the first thing to
note. As well as stand-alone programs, there are web-based
tools and downloadable Excel spreadsheets. Some are designed
to perform simulations and some to calculate power from
closed equations, others perform both tasks in addition to
data analysis.
The software
SIMLINK and SLINK, written in 1990 and 1991, respectively,
are the tools that have been available for the longest time.1–4
Both are stand-alone programs and allow the user to carry out
simulation studies on pedigrees to establish power for para-
metric linkage analysis; hence, they require the same infor-
mation about the trait under study that is requisite to such
analysis. Since the development of these tools, a number of
other simulation programs, with different requirements, have
been written; for example, ASP, SIMLA, SIMNUC and
GASP. Such programs can be used to assess the power of non-
parametric linkage studies. In addition, the closed equations
derived in 1990 by Risch5 to calculate power for studies of
affected siblings are programmed into a spreadsheet called
POWTEST, available from Dave Curtis’s website.
Closed equations for the detection of both linkage and
association using variance components analysis have been
encoded in the Genetic Power Calculator (GPC).6 Further-
more, GPC has an option to estimate the contribution to the
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Box 1. Summary of available tools
ASP, SIMLA, SIMLINK, SIMNUC, SLINK
† Downloadable programs
† Simulation of pedigrees






Genetic Power Calculator (GPC)
† Web-based utility
† Closed equations for linkage and association of qualitative or quantitative traits in the variance components framework; power for




† Closed equations for expected LOD scores based on regression approaches
† http://www.sph.umich.edu/csg/abecasis/Merlin/
Power for Association With Errors (PAWE)
† Web-based utility
























† Closed equation for case control association (as well as closed equations for other non-genetic study types)
† http://calculators.stat.ucla.edu/powercalc/binomial/case-control/b-case-control-power.php
TDT, transmission disequilbrium test
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test statistic of each sibship using trait data.7 This allows
ranking of sibships and hence provides a way of prioritising
genotyping. An extension of this method is implemented in
Merlin-Regress, where the expected LOD scores can be cal-
culated for general pedigrees.8 Merlin-Regress is also able to
perform regression-based analysis for quantitative traits in
phenotypically selected samples.
The GPC is perhaps the utility capable of performing the
widest range of power calculations. In addition to the utilities
already mentioned, it can also be used to calculate power for
transmission disequilibrium tests (TDTs) of binary traits and
TDTand case-control studies of threshold-selected quantitative
traits. Calculating power for these tests in the GPC is advan-
tageous, as the GPC takes linkage disequilibrium between the
gene and the marker under study into account. This web-based
utility calculates power from the information provided by the
user and produces output that is concise and useful. Accom-
panying notes relate mainly to usage rather than theory, and
direct the user to papers in which the latter is explained.
Family-based association studies are frequently used for
gene mapping. Extensions of TDT allow for analysis of
quantitative as well as dichotomous traits; inclusion of families
with missing parents; and joint analysis of different types of
families (eg single affected/multiple affected and discordant
siblings). PBAT9,10 and the TDT11 calculator allow the user to
perform closed-form calculations and simulation for such
studies. The closed equations are slightly different. In the
paper that outlines the theory behind PBAT, the authors
suggest their approach is more accurate than that of Chen, as it
calculates the power of the actual test statistic whereas Chen
computes the power of the expected statistic.10 Lange and
Laird suggest that, although this does not appear to make a lot
of difference in smaller studies, there is a greater difference in
large studies.10
Both PBAT and TDT are stand-alone programs. PBAT has
a very helpful and detailed web page that includes everything
from downloading instructions to an explanation of how to
use the program. Furthermore, PBAT can actually carry out
family-based association tests. There is no documentation for
the TDT calculator but it is easy to use.
Researchers are becoming increasingly interested in inves-
tigating the combined effects of genetics and the environment,
as well as the interactions between different genes. At least two
programs are available to calculate power for such studies,
Quanto12,13 and a National Cancer Institute program called
‘Power’.14 These programs are designed for regression-based
approaches. Quanto has the advantage of dealing with a wider
range of study designs, including certain family-based popu-
lations as well as quantitative traits.
The final program that will be introduced here is Power
Association With Errors (PAWE).15,16 This web-based utility,
available on the Rockefeller website, incorporates an error
model into its power calculations. It computes power and
sample size calculations for genetic case-control association
studies in the presence of genotyping errors, and determines
how much genotyping errors cost the researcher, in terms of
decreased asymptotic power for a fixed sample size or
increased sample size, to maintain constant asymptotic power.
This paper covers a variety of useful tools which should be
helpful to geneticists attempting to perform power calculations;
however, it is important not to become complacent. These
calculations are, at best, an estimate of the power of the study, as
the parameters used in them are often unknown. Furthermore,
they will be imprecise when they do not take into account all of
the factors that influence the magnitude of the effect. It is,
therefore, encouraging to find recent programs, like PAWE,
which continue to take steps to improve accuracy.
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